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Before answering the question-paper candidates should

ensure that they have been supplied to correct and

complete question-paper. No complaint, in this regard,

will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks. Assume suitable missing

data, if any.

7. A beam of square section is subjected to

uniform bending moment 750 Nm. If the cross-

section of the beam is 5 cm × 5 cm, find for

each of the following cases, the maximum

tensile and compressive stresses in the section :

(i) The beam is straight (ii) The beam is curved

to radius of 150 mm along the centroidal axis

and bending moment increases the curvature.

(iii) The beam is curved to radius of 50 mm

along the centroidal axix and bending moment

increases the curvature.

What do you conclude from the results of this

problem regarding the effect of curvature on

stresses ? 20

8. Deduce expressions for the deformation of an

open coiled helical spring under the action of

an axial load. 20
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1. Using an energy method, find the central

deflection of a beam length l simply supported

at ends carrying uniformly distributed load w

per unit length in addition to two concentrated

loads of P each acting 
4

l
 from each support.

Flexural rigidity of beam is EI. 20

2. An axial pull of 20 kN along with a shear force

of 15 kN is applied to a circular bar of 20 mm

diameter. Determine the factor of safety against

failure based on (i) maximum shear stress theory

(ii) maximum strain energy theory (iii)

maximum shear strain energy theory. 20

3. A cantilever 2.8 m long having T-section with

flange 12 cm × 2 cm and web 13 cm × 2 cm

carries a concentrated load W at its free end

but inclined at an angle of 45° to the vertical.

Determine the maximum value of W if the

deflection at the free end is not to exceed

2 mm. Given that E = 200 kN/mm2, what is the

direction of neutral axis with respect to the

vertical axis ? 20

4. A thin-walled titanium alloy spherical shell has

1 m inside diameter and is 5 mm thick. It is

completely filled with an un-pressurized,

incompressible liquid. Through a small hole an

additional 1000 cm3 of the same liquid is

pumped into the shell, thus increasing the shell

radius. Find the pressure after the additional

liquid has been introduced and the hole closed.

For this titanium alloy E = 115 GPa and the

tensile yield point of the material to be

825 MPa. 20

5. Two thick cylinders A and B are of same

dimensions. The external diameter is double the

internal diameter. A is subjected to an internal

pressure p1, while B is subjected to an external

pressure p2. Find the ratio of p1/p2 if the

greatest hoop strains developed in both cylinders

are the same. The Poisson’s ratio of the material

is 0.3.

6. Derive the expressions for radial and hoop

stresses induced in a long rotating hollow

cylinder. Also determine the maximum values.

20
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